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It ’s a special period for the poetry – developing in the twenty years of the 
eras of Xiantong and Qianfu in Late Tang Dynasty. At that time, the country was 
ravaged by the regal fatuity, military governors and eunuch monopolization. And 
the mass uprisings rose one after another. The royal court was in the rage of 
being overthrown. The social status of men of letters fell sharply ,so that they 
could not do anything but show their melancholy mood in the poems which they 
took painstaking efforts to perfect. Meanwhile, the poetry of romantic passions 
which was made of flowery languages and flirtatious expressions had been 
popular since the reign of  Emperor Xuanzong and had reached its climax in the 
eras of Xiantong and Qianfu. Generally speaking, the creation of poetry during  
that period has two themes: lament and carnival, which seem to be contradictory 
but in fact harmonious. All the things were closely linked with politics, economy 
and culture,etc.   
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第一章   风雨已来  末世气象 
 



























































































































































宪宗  穆宗  敬宗  文宗  武宗  宣宗  懿宗 
宰相总数      29     14    7     24    15   23     21 
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